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14 Insurgents Killed In ANSF Operations

KABUL - At least 14 insurgents were killed and eight injured during a series of security operations carried out by the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), the Ministry of Interior said in a statement on Wednesday. Four other insurgents were around, and the operation continued in Darul Aman, Kabul, Bandarwala, Una-

Garan, Ghazni and Farah provinces, the statement said. "During the last 24 hours, 12 ANSF, Afghan National Police discovered and identified six different types of ELD-placed mines. The information of a group of balloons by ANSF, Lashkar Gah, Logar and Wardak provinces, the statement noted. The ANSF has been challenging the security forces during the anti-insurgency operations. (Tolonews)

3 Ghor Districts Without Wireless Telecom Services

GFRAZOUR - The residents of these districts in western Faryab province on Saturday complained that wireless mobile network services were a serious matter of concern for them. The residents said they were fac-

ing intense troubles to receive calls on their mobile phones due to the absence of mobile services. They accused Wireless Communication Company of being incapable of improving the services in the region. The residents said they have been benefiting from the services. (Moshin, Waza Media, Jirga)"
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A New Era of China-Afghanistan Relations

By Abdiul Abdul Bahnani

With China's explicit interest in helping Afghanistan's peace effort, efforts are being made to turn the existing confrontation into a cooperative relationship between Kabul and Beijing. It was through the strengthening of bilateral friendship that the Afghan People's Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and the People's Republic of China established diplomatic relations on May 15, 1965. Over the past few decades, the two nations have weathered the storms of history and have cooperated closely. This is the time that the Chinese foreign minister once said: Together, we are capable of overcoming the challenges. The government of the People's Republic of China is willing to contribute its wisdom and strength to the cause of Afghan peace and development.

The government of Afghanistan under President Ashraf Ghani has also worked closely with Beijing to bring about a political solution to Afghanistan's internal contradictions. Since the beginning of 2019, the Chinese Foreign Ministry has been deeply involved in the Afghan peace negotiations. The government of Afghanistan and the People's Republic of China are determined to support the Afghan government and the Afghan people to play a leading role in the Afghan peace process. The Chinese government believes that the Afghan government and the Afghan people should have the right to choose their own development path, and in this case, the Chinese government is willing to play a positive role in the Afghan peace process. In particular, the Chinese government is willing to continue to support the Afghan government and the Afghan people to make every effort to achieve a peaceful solution. This is an important step in Afghanistan's efforts to achieve peace.

Governors and foreign envoys have expressed their support for the Afghan government and the Afghan people, and they strongly condemned the use of violence and the use of any form of intimidation to solve the problem. They all stressed that the Chinese government's position is shared by the Afghan government and the Afghan people.

The Afghan government and the Chinese government have a strong tradition of cooperation. The Chinese government has always been a strong supporter of the Afghan government and the Afghan people. The Chinese government has always been committed to helping the Afghan government and the Afghan people to achieve peace and development. The Chinese government has always been a strong supporter of the Afghan government and the Afghan people. The Chinese government has always been committed to helping the Afghan government and the Afghan people to achieve peace and development. The Chinese government has always been a strong supporter of the Afghan government and the Afghan people. The Chinese government has always been committed to helping the Afghan government and the Afghan people to achieve peace and development. The Chinese government has always been a strong supporter of the Afghan government and the Afghan people. The Chinese government has always been committed to helping the Afghan government and the Afghan people to achieve peace and development.

AFGHANISTAN MASS MASSACRE

Jabulalab Mass Murder

The mass murder of civilians and the attack on the police headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan, left at least 14 people dead early Saturday. The attack was carried out by a group of heavily armed men, who fired into the police station and fled the scene.

Afghanistan has faced a wave of violence in recent years, with more than 1,000 people killed and thousands injured. The latest attack comes as the country is preparing to host the 2019 Asian Games. The 21st-centuryiling mass murder in Kabul, Afghanistan, has sparked international outrage.

The attack took place in the heart of Kabul, near the Afghan capital's main airport. The Afghan government has been quick to condemn the attack and express its condolences to the victims and their families. The government has also promised to do everything possible to bring the perpetrators to justice.

The Afghan government has been working to strengthen its security forces in recent years, and it has increased its efforts to combat terrorism and extremism. The government has also been working to improve its economy and reduce corruption.
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The United Nations congestion policy is working in Pakistan, supported by the World Bank, which has made its contribution to the process of implementing the policy. The World Bank has played a very important role in fostering economic development in Pakistan, and has played a leading role in the implementation of the UN policy.

Pakistan's economy is facing significant challenges, and the government is working to address them. The country is facing a variety of economic and political challenges, including inflation, unemployment, and corruption. These challenges are contributing to a decline in the country's economic growth.

The government has taken steps to address these challenges, including implementing a structural adjustment program with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). This program aims to reduce inflation and improve the country's fiscal position.

The government has also taken steps to improve the country's infrastructure, including expanding access to electricity and water, and improving transportation infrastructure. These efforts are aimed at improving the country's business climate and creating jobs.

In addition, the government has taken steps to improve the country's education system. The government has increased spending on education, and has implemented a number of reforms to improve the quality of education.

Pakistan has also taken steps to improve its relations with its neighbors. The government has worked to improve relations with Afghanistan, and has taken steps to improve relations with India.

In conclusion, the United Nations congestion policy is working in Pakistan, and the government is working to address the country's economic and political challenges. The country is facing a number of challenges, but the government is working to improve the country's economic and political situation.
Iran President Assures Peace to UN, VN

SAANA - Iran's President Khatami said Friday that the country's border tensions with Iraq had diminished thanks to the recent rapprochement between the two countries.

In his address to the UN Security Council session, Khatami said the rapprochement was the result of the recent dialogue between the leaders of the two countries which had led to the establishment of the joint committee on both sides.

Khatami added that the meeting of the two countries' foreign ministers in New York would be held next month to discuss the issues of common interest.

Iran's military strategy is to reduce tensions and to promote peace and stability in the region, Khatami said.

The President also said that Iran was ready to cooperate with the UN in all fields and to support the UN's efforts to maintain international peace and security.

Khatami added that Iran was also ready to contribute to the resolution of the Palestinian question and to support the efforts of the UN and other international organizations to achieve a just and lasting peace in the region.
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Protest Held Outside Parliament for Passengers' Release

KABUL. A number of protesters on Saturday blocked the way leading to parliament house, demanding the release of 35 passengers kidnapped two months ago from Kabul-Kandahar Highway by armed men. However, law enforcers entered the house from the gate and the sit-in was formally initiated. As the protesters were on their way from Kabul to Ghani and armed insurgents picked them up at sand dune section of Ghazi district of Jashore province. Protesters thus blocked the way to parliament and shouted slogans. "The illegalities are continuing and the government is taking no action," said the protesters. They said the way to parliament would be blocked. (More on P.29)

Protesters Want Badakhshan Carnage Probed

KABUL. — A number of residents of northeastern Badakhshan province on Saturday staged a protest against Washington, Germany and Russia for not investigating the incident thoroughly. Taliban gunmen killed 30 Afghans, including eight civilians last week in Janur district of the province. A member of civil society organisations and government institutions, voluntarily committed the Taliban's brutality and also questioned the ability of Afghan government towards a peaceful future to parliament would be blocked. (More on P.29)

President Blames IS for Deadly Bombing

KABUL. — Afghanistan's President Ashraf Ghani blamed the Islamic State (IS) group for a suicide blast that killed at least 35 people outside a bank in Kandahar city on Saturday in what the Taliban claimed responsibility for. "Since the 1990s, IS has become the biggest and most dangerous terror network in Afghanistan," said President Ghani. "We cannot allow such a group to spread its influence in our country."

Dr. Najib Sawabi, a former health minister, said that the country was facing a serious economic crisis and that the Afghan government was struggling to fight corruption. "We are facing a serious economic crisis," he said. "The government is working hard to fight corruption and tackle the issue of drug addiction."

President Ghani also blamed the Taliban for the deadly blast in Jalalabad. "The Taliban are responsible for this attack," he said.

Dehshahg Shameshghb Responsiblity for Deadly Jalalabad Attack

JALALABAD. — Daesh has claimed responsibility for the deadly attack in Jalalabad. In a statement issued on its website, Daesh claimed that the attack was carried out by its fighters in the city. The statement also accused the Afghan government of being complicit in the attack.

"The Afghan government is responsible for this attack," Daesh said in its statement. "The Afghan government is responsible for the safety of its citizens and the protection of their property."

Dr. Najib Sawabi, a former health minister, said that the country was facing a serious economic crisis and that the Afghan government was struggling to fight corruption. "We are facing a serious economic crisis," he said. "The government is working hard to fight corruption and tackle the issue of drug addiction."
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